SMAN-GYILBA

—SIEGBERT HUMMEL

A Swiss private collection contains a bronze of SMAN-gyil-ba (short: SMAN-ba), the so-called Medicine Buddha. This figure is remarkable, because SMAN-ba is not represented in the usual form of a Buddha or, as in Lamasist paintings, in the canonical garb of a Bodhisattva with a crown, but with a llama cap instead. What, however, proves that the seated figure is SMAN-ba, is the medicinal fruit (Tib.: A-ru ra -terminisia chebu-la) in his right hand, the ashes-bowl in his left, and the eight accompanying figures at the foot of the lotus-pedestal, which, according to ancient texts, are to be regarded as manifestations of SMAN-ba's healing power, originally represented by a group of only six, later on seven Medicine Buddhas.

SMAN-ba is often found on Lamasist pictures (Tib.: Thang-kha), together with the Tibetan King Khê-sring-lde-bhan (755-797) and the great scholar Shambalekha (Tib.: Dzil-ba-'tsho; Thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-zhi-ba-'tsho), who had been invited to Tibet by the King and who, together with Padmasambhava, was mainly responsible for the introduction of Buddhism in Tibet. The worship of the Medicine Buddha seems to be specially connected with Shambalekha, and according to the La-nu-ga-rgyal-ral, the cult was later on especially favoured by the King "Od-rag in West-Tibet." In the Manjusrimukalpa already Bhaishajyaguru appears as Bhaishajyaguru-vardhayana in the rank of a Buddha. According to Przybyski, this work seems to have received its final form in the 8th [-10th] century; according to B. Bhattabhuyya, however, its first chapters go back to the second or third century A.D., and it is probable that it was translated into Tibetan already in the 8th century.

The Chinese and through it, the Japanese tradition, which contains the most ancient Chinese material, is of especial importance for the history of Lamasist iconography. The famous bronzes of the Medicine Buddha in Japanese temples belong to the 7th century. Indian Sariras dwelling with the cult of Bhaishajyaguru have been translated into Chinese already in the period from the 5th to the 7th century and were used in Japan in the 7th and 8th century. Among the early translations, the one made by Hsuan-tsang was a favourite of the Emperor T'ang-Hi. The Indian missionaries Vasubodhi and Asagaha, who came to China in the 8th century and were colleagues of Padmasambhava, played a considerable role in the cult of the Medicine Buddha in China.
In the 9th century the Yanush or a full bloom, The oldest Japanese iconography shows the wooden hand or sitting with Abhaya-mudra of the right hand and Varada-mudra or Dhyana-mudra of the left, which latter often holds a medicine-vessel. The Lenast iconography prefers the Myrobalan (Tib: Aun-ta, cfr. ear statue) or a flowering twig in the right hand (Varada-mudra) and the ams-bowl in the left. The bowl may contain a pomegranate or a plant, generally a peach. The symbolic meaning of the peach or the pomegranate is prosperity and fertility.8

In the scripture on Man-bla, which was printed on the order of the Chinese Emperor, the Medizine Buddha forms a popular inmity with Shakyamuni (Tib: bsTan-pa'i-lde-gpos-chags-rgyas-pa), and the socalled Dhyani-buddha Amitabha (Jap: Amida). Besides these there are ininites in which Vairocana takes the place of Amitabha or into which Dipankara, one of the predecessors of Gautama Buddha has been accepted, and sometimes even Kubera, the God of Wealth.9

Here one notices Amitabha’s Vairocana’s and Dipankara’s relationship to the concept of light, characteristic also of Man-bla itself, who, like Vairocana, if the latter does not occupy the centre of the cosmic Mandala, dominates the east and a paradise of light, similar to that of Amitabha. In this realm his consort accompanies, Suryaprabha (Tib: Hry-ma-bha, Jap: Nihoko) and Chandraprabhadeva (Tib: Zla-ba-bha, Jap: Gwakko), have special functions as sun and moon light.

In this connection we have to recall the original number of six Medicine Buddhas, forming the centre of Man-bla and originally representing the manifestation. This has its parallel in the Six Amashas Spantras, the companions and hypostases of Mazda in the Zoroastrian religion.8 But also the light character of Amitabha and the 35 Buddhas of Forgiveness who help to open the entrance to the paradise of Amitabha, belong into this context. As to the Five Dhyani-buddhas, it may be said that they are similar to the five Light-Kings, associated with Mani, and the relations of the Dhyani-buddhas to their Bodhisattvas are similar to the doctrine of the Fa-Hsien who are a kind of doubles of the human beings on earth.9 These Iranian parallels to the ideas connected with Man-bla and his Mantra, as well as the fact that the number of Dhyani-buddhas is five, may perhaps point to the origin of Man-bla and to the region which were the former centre of Mahayana teachings and their symbiosis with Western traditions.10
Round about this centre we may have to seek the homeland of Padmasambhava (Swat) among whose followers the worship of Amitābha was so popular that he himself was regarded as the Nirmanakaya of Amitābha. In the circles around Padmasambhava one can also observe a special partiality for the Medicine Buddha, and this all the more, if we remember Amoghavajra and Vajrabodhi with their influence upon the cult connected with Yarushi in Japan by way of China, or if we think of Shantaraksita, whose sister is believed to have been married to Padmasambhava. The origin and the propagation of the worship of sMan-bla seems to have been closely connected with the origin and propagation of Amitābha.

At the time when sMan-bla still lived as a Bodhisattva, who in honour of the Buddha allowed himself to be sacrificed as a burnt offering, he is said to have made twelve vows, in which he promised to bring light into the spiritual darkness of living beings and to lead those, who were driven hither and thither by their illusions, upon the way of the Buddha, so that they might find peace in the Mahayana. But he also wanted to look after the physical welfare of men, by healing the sick and the weak, freeing the prisoners, feeding the hungry, quenching the thirst of the thirsty, clothing the poor and providing them with the means of a life without want. His help also includes the cosmic relations of man, by protecting them from the dangers that threaten them from the influence of the stars or from the vicissitudes of the climate. For this reason the twelve great Generals of the Yakshas (Skt.: Mahayakshasenapati) have offered their help to sMan-bla. With their armies they guard the treasures and forces of the earth as well as the cosmic powers of space. In this way the Yakshas become personifications of the means employed by physicians.

Thus it is logical if the Mandala of sMan-bla, which is shown in its eight separate parts by eight pictures in the Chinese book mentioned by us, we find that on the outermost circle, besides Suryaprabha and Chandraprabha, appear the twelve Yaksha Generals and the ten Lokapalas associated with them as representatives of the cosmic principles of order, the directive forces of the universe. In another context the Yaksha Generals are regarded to be the protectors of the zodiac. In a Mandala of the Medicine Buddha in the Uigur-Central-Asiatic art, the Generals carry the symbols of the representatives of the zodiac in their hair. Altogether it seems that there are relations between the twelve Yaksha Generals and the twelve signs of the zodiac.
At the beginning of this article we draw attention of the reader upon the rare and remarkable iconography of sMan-bla, as demonstrated in the above-mentioned status of a swiss private collection. There is no difficulty to understand the Bodhisattva-faith and its ornaments, since in Lamaze sMan-bla is sometimes represented as a Bodhisattva, and since Bhaisajyaguru and Bhaisajyarakṣa have not yet, as in Japan (de Visser, I.c.) and as Pelliot (I.c.) remarks developed into two different entities, of which the first has the rank of a Buddha, the second (as distinct from the Manjushrīalakāra I.c.) the rank of a Bodhisattva. Remarkable, however, is the Lama-cap, which must not be confused with the strange headgear of some Lamaist deities reminiscent of the cap which was worn by the French Jacobins.\(^{15}\)

In Japan, binzuru\(^{16}\) (Binzuru-Sōma) a favourite popular deity of healing, is always shown with a cap. This Binzuru is regarded by some people as a manifestation of Yakushi. J. J. Reim gives a description of this cult\(^{17}\) in which the devotees bring the sick parts of their body in touch with the corresponding parts of the image. The same practice was followed in connection with the famous statue of sMan-bla on the Jōgak-povi near Lhasa, which was used to be invoked on the occasion of medical operations, during the preparation of medicines and during the collection of medical herbs.

But since Binzuru is meant to be one of the 16 (18) Sthaviras, namely Pindalabharadvaja, it would hardly be admissible to use his headgear as an explanation for the cap of sMan-bla. It is easier and simpler to seek the explanation in the fact that sMan-bla, being an abbreviation for sMan-pyi-bla-ma, perfectly corresponds to Yao-Shi (Skt. Bhāsajyaguru), which is to be translated with teacher or master and spiritual guide in the art of healing. Moreover, it is the special meaning of bla-ma in Lamaze which accounts for the prominence of the Bhaisajyaguru, even in outer appearance, in contradiction to the iconography of Indian, Chinese and Japanese Buddhism. This becomes evident in such passages as: “Bla ma-med-pi-pön-rol-ma snga-rgyas-gra-ba-tus-sung-yang-med” (Before the Lama there exists not even the name of the Buddha) and “Skal- pa-störic-gi sangs-rgyas-kyung-bla ma-deg-la-ret-nas-dug” (The Buddhas of thousand world-cycles lean upon the Lama).

The Ven. Lama Anagarika Govinda has drawn my attention upon the fact that the image of sMan-bla, discussed in this article, has his robe wrapped around his body in the wrong direction, i.e., from right to
left (cf. A. Grunwedel, _Mythologie des Budhānam_, Leipzig 1800, Fig. 34 Padmasambhava). The cap is reminiscent of the Pad-zhva of Padmasambhava and of the GGrungs-zhva of the ministrels of the Ge-sar epic. Both of them as also the similar headgear of some Lamaist deities (resembling the cap which was won by the French Jacobins), go back upon non-Buddhist traditions of the Eurasian region. The peaked central part of the cap points at connections with the concepts of the holy mountain in a similar way as the towers (Mull) of the White Old Man and some Chinese fertility gods (cfr. S. Humve, "Der Weiße Alte:," in: Sinologica VI, 1960). We have already mentioned the origins of the idea centering around sMan-bla in the country of Padmasambhava's birth. It does not seem likely that the image is a fake, since the back of the pedestal (in Sino-Tibetan style) shows traces of a Tibetan inscription (.....ming... Tebskal iib... ... almost rubbed out by use, which indicates that the image was frequently handled. The image may belong to the Red Cap sect."
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preparation).
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Mason in A Handbook for Travellers in Japan (Murray's Handbook),
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18. BL. Chö, Olschak, Auf den Spuren uraler Heilweisens in Tibet (in: Olsa Symposium, Vol. XII, 3, p. 132) identify a resembling copper image with Padmasambhava. The complete inscription run: sNyig-ma'i 'gro la-thug-pa-yid/ jug pa-yel-maṅ/ sman-gyi-blas/ nad-gdon- dus-miṅ-'chi pa-sogs/ming-bra-baṅ/tsho-ldung skur-sheg/ Concerning the translation (Olschak, 1, c) sNyig-ma'i 'gro: degenerate beings of the Vajra, not sick men, dus-miṅ-'chi: premature death, not death, sKman-bla is believed to have great power in liberating all beings from sickness, evil demons and untimely death.